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The metabolic diversity present in microbial communities enables cooperation toward

accomplishing more complex tasks than possible by a single organism. Members

of a consortium communicate by exchanging metabolites or signals that allow them

to coordinate their activity through division of labor. In contrast with monocultures,

evidence suggests that microbial consortia self-organize to form spatial patterns, such

as observed in biofilms or in soil aggregates, that enable them to respond to gradient,

to improve resource interception and to exchange metabolites more effectively. Current

biotechnological applications of microorganisms remain rudimentary, often relying on

genetically engineeredmonocultures (e.g., pharmaceuticals) or mixed-cultures of partially

known composition (e.g., wastewater treatment), yet the vast potential of “microbial

ecological power” observed in most natural environments, remains largely underused.

In line with the Unified Microbiome Initiative (UMI) which aims to “discover and advance

tools to understand and harness the capabilities of Earth’s microbial ecosystems,” we

propose in this concept paper to capitalize on ecological insights into the spatial and

modular design of interlinked microbial consortia that would overcome limitations of

natural systems and attempt to optimize the functionality of the members and the

performance of the engineered consortium. The topology of the spatial connections

linking the various members and the regulated fluxes of media between those modules,

while representing a major engineering challenge, would allow the microbial species

to interact. The modularity of such spatially linked microbial consortia (SLMC) could

facilitate the design of scalable bioprocesses that can be incorporated as parts of a

larger biochemical network. By reducing the need for a compatible growth environment

for all species simultaneously, SLMC will dramatically expand the range of possible

combinations of microorganisms and their potential applications. We briefly review

existing tools to engineer such assemblies and optimize potential benefits resulting from

the collective activity of their members. Prospective microbial consortia and proposed

spatial configurations will be illustrated and preliminary calculations highlighting the

advantages of SLMC over co-cultures will be presented, followed by a discussion of

challenges and opportunities for moving forward with some designs.
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1. MICROBIAL CONSORTIA: EFFICIENT
AND METABOLICALLY VERSATILE
ASSOCIATIONS

Microbes are present in all environments on our planet and
are often forced to interact within close proximity and share
resources. Consequently, microbial life in natural systems occurs
in a concourse, where the interactions between its members are
key to their survival (Brenner et al., 2008; Stewart, 2012; Jagmann
and Philipp, 2014). Even the simplest characterized consortia
may contain from ten to thousands of species (Curtis et al., 2002).

A consortium, due to the multiple species involved, possesses
a larger pool of genes than monocultures. That resulting diversity
in metabolic pathways allows a consortium to perform more
complex tasks than single organisms, while utilizing the resources
available in its environment more efficiently (Sun and Cheng,
2002; Fu et al., 2009). Consortia can therefore use simpler, less
refined substrates (e.g., whey, molasses,..) and display a higher
bioconversion efficiency (higher yields) thanmonocultures, while
requiring a less expensive purification process (Sabra et al.,
2010; Zhang and Wang, 2016). Moreover, its members interact
by exchanging signals or trading metabolites and this enable
the coordination of their activity, which is especially relevant
for multistep-processes like degradation of complex biological
material (Brenner et al., 2008; Bader et al., 2010; Bernstein and
Carlson, 2012; Hays et al., 2015). The result of this division
of labor, besides reducing potential interferences between
bioprocesses and offering a cellular environment adapted to
the requirements of each biochemical process, is a reduced
biosynthetic load and metabolic stress for every microbial
strain (Zhang and Wang, 2016). Through the formation of
biofilms, microbial consortia show an increased robustness
to environmental perturbations and are more resistant to
invasion by other microorganisms, than single species (Burmolle
et al., 2006; Hays et al., 2015). Therefore, microbial consortia
could provide an answer to some of the drawbacks that the
pure cultures of single, often genetically engineered, microbial
strains employed in many biotechnological processes suffer from
Jagmann and Philipp (2014).

Microbial consortia have been employed as mixed-cultures for
thousands of years for the preparation of traditional beverages
and food production by fermentation, and more recently for
wastewater treatment, composting, bioremediation, biomining
and biofuel production (Daims et al., 2006; Kleerebezem and
van Loosdrecht, 2007; Angenent and Wrenn, 2008; Sabra et al.,
2010; Brune and Bayer, 2012; Zuroff and Curtis, 2012; He et al.,
2013). As artificial consortia are composed of microorganisms
that have been selected to perform a particular task, their
applications are therefore more specific and often ranges from
the production of enzymes, fine chemicals, biopolymers, food
additives, antimicrobials, to bioelectricity with microbial fuel
cells (Lynd et al., 2002; Bader et al., 2010; Sabra et al., 2010;
Bernstein and Carlson, 2012; Zuroff and Curtis, 2012). While
a few studies reported constructing consortia of more than two
microbial species (Kim et al., 2008), the vast majority of current
applications employ binary cultures. These co-cultures, where the
different species are exposed to the same conditions (nutrients,

T◦, pH, [O2],..) as they grow in a common medium, are limited
by the need for environmental conditions compatible for each
member. Besides some isolated examples such as bioremediation
(Bernstein and Carlson, 2012), biofuels (ethanol, isobutanol)
and chemicals (lactic acid, acetate), synthetic microbial consortia
are rarely used in biotechnology and mostly belong to the
realm of academic research. Although genetically engineered
consortia hold promise for future industrial applications, they
will require further development to serve as bioprocessing
platforms (Bernstein and Carlson, 2012).

Industrial applications of microbial consortia remain
rudimentary as they mostly rely on co-cultures or mixed-
cultures, and as stated by the Unified Microbiome Initiative
(Alivisatos et al., 2015), much improvement will be required to
fully exploit the potential offered by microorganisms (Konopka,
2009; Sabra et al., 2010; Konopka et al., 2015; Lindemann et al.,
2016). We hypothesize that a higher level of environmental
design will provide the spatial control necessary to construct
microbial consortia in a more predictable and flexible manner.
Here, we propose to construct spatially linked microbial
consortia (SLMC) and define their spatial organization to
provide each microorganism with optimal environmental
conditions, while connecting them to enable interactions, in
order to fulfil a desired biochemical function. In one scenario
the system will rely on diffusion mediated communication, in
another, exchanges will occur by controlled (convective) fluxes of
media and intermediate products between the different members
of the consortium. By engineering interconnected modules
fulfilling a specific biochemical function, we will reduce the
need for compatible growth conditions, thereby considerably
increasing the potential combinations of microorganisms and
hence their applications. In nature, one obvious example of this
compartmentalization strategy, is the presence of many types
of organelles found in eukaryotic cells (ER, golgi apparatus,
mitochondria, vacuole, nucleus, chloroplasts, lysosome,
peroxisome,..), whose roles are to provide appropriate conditions
and confine the specific function they accomplish (Alberts et al.,
2008).

2. ENGINEERING SPATIALLY LINKED
MICROBIAL CONSORTIA (SLMC)

The concept of engineering the environment in which interacting
microbial species grow is not new. In 1975, Tannenbaum et
al. designed a “multiple diffusion chamber” (US Patent) which
allows several microorganisms to grow in separate chambers
while sharing a common medium through which they can
communicate by exchanging soluble molecules by diffusion
(Tannenbaum and Kornfeld, 1975). In 1999, a membrane-
partitioned glass vessel for dialysis culture was designed by Ohno
et al. to study the interactions between two symbiotic bacteria
(Ohno et al., 1999). Similar works from Ueda et al. (2002) as
well as Dietz et al. (2013) have both used the dialysis membrane
reactor from Pörtner and Märkl (1998), to culture two microbial
species on each side of a membrane that allows the exchange of
low-molecular-mass components. A limitation of these platforms
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is that they offer a single set of environmental conditions
to the cultured microbes. Although the microorganisms were
spatially isolated their communication relied on the diffusion
of molecules they secrete into the shared medium. In order
to find a solution for easier and more accurate quantitative
study of the kinetics of microbial growth in co-cultures, Salgado
et al. built in 1998, a two-reservoir, hollow-fiber bioreactor
(Salgado et al., 1998). They showed that it is possible to obtain
the same growth conditions as in co-culture by growing both
species in separate bioreactors and controlling the fluxes of the
medium exchanged between the bioreactors in a bidirectional
manner. This allowed them to apply to each microbial species,
analytical methods designed for monocultures that can so far
not be applied to co-cultures (e.g., OD,..). The precise measure
of quantitative interaction dynamics between microbial species
is only possible by the measure of the growth kinetics of each
species in pure culture, as well as in co-culture (Frederickson,
1977), and this knowledge is of high importance for the control
of cultures using microbial consortia as required in the industry.
The milestone that this study represents is not only due to the
ability to separate growing interacting microbial species, but
comes from its intrinsic property which allows not only to control
the interspecies communication (fluxes of medium) but also the
environment in which each species is cultured. Therefore, in spite
of the many advantages that synthetic biology offers, our work
will mostly aim at engineering the environment to define the
conditions in which the different species will grow and control
their interactions. Each microorganism could thus be provided
with a more suitable and controllable environment, conceivably
resulting in enhanced activity and productivity.

2.1. SLMC: Spatially Linked Microbial
Consortia
The main proposal of this study is to suggest a new approach
to assemble microbial consortia based on optimizing local
conditions for its members while linking metabolite exchanges
in an “optimal” fashion. The hypothesis is that such constructed,
or synthetic ecological system would overcome diffusional and
connectivity limitations present in natural systems, optimize
and enforce spatial self-organization, and introduce actors in
desired proportions to shorten the time for attaining optimality
and increase robustness. A potential strategy is to engineer
spatially partitioned niches by segregating, in separate modules,
the bioprocesses that require distinct environmental conditions,
while connecting them to allow the microbial species to interact
(Figure 1C).

This compartmentalization strategy would increase control
over the system (consortium) such that each element would offer
specific settings compatible with the consortium member. At the
limit, each connected niche would host a single species which
would allow us to tailor the growth conditions and thus regulate
the growth of each member to optimize the functionality
of the consortium. Such a degree of freedom would even
allow the assembly of microbial species with incompatible
requirements (aerobe/anaerobe, acidophile/alkalophile,
thermophile/mesophile, halophile/non-halophile,..).

Moreover, by separating and concatenating the members of
a microbial consortium, we reduce the average exposure of
its members to the intermediate compounds and by-products
secreted by the other species, which could potentially inhibit
their growth or activity. In nature, where members of a
microbial consortium grow together in close proximity, each
microorganism can potentially impact the whole community.
The spatial segregation suggested by SLMC would reduce that
effect by making upstream elements independent of downstream
ones, therefore preventing the exposure of upstream members
to by-products of downstream members, and their potential
inhibiting effects. This would result in an increased stability
and predictability of the bioprocess, by reducing the effect of
perturbations. This increased segregation has also a limiting
effect on interspecies competition. In addition to the medium
flowing from one module to the next, each functional element
could be supplied with supplementary nutrients if those were
depleted by upstream microorganisms. This “supply along
the way” would basically avoid the competition for common
substrates as observed in nature, and allow each strain to reach
the population required to accomplish its step in the overall
bioprocess. In a syntrophic relationship where inhibiting by-
products of one species feed another, separation of such a
mutualistic interaction could potentially be detrimental to both
members. Should the tuning of the operating conditions not
provide enough control to prevent by-products from reaching
inhibiting concentrations, both microbial partners could be
kept in the same module and grown as co-culture. A spatial
element of control could nevertheless be included by segregating
them with membranes allowing the exchange of metabolites by
diffusion.

Ultimately, the hypothesis that optimization of specific
biological functions, could be achieved via spatial control
over fluxes and topology (connections) of microbial consortia
members would be tested in experiments and compare
performance to current biotechnological applications such as
co-cultures. The higher level of spatial control, tailoring each
microbial population and thus each biochemical processes could
be tuned to achieve and maximize the desired overall function.
Specifically, the objective would be to test a selected microbial
consortium in two configurations, one that allows no spatial
control, i.e., culturing them in co-culture where all the members
will grow in a shared environment, and the other where the
microbial species will be cultured in separate but interconnected
environments, allowing the highest possible degree on spatial
control to attempt to maximize the function of each module.
The performance of the microbial consortium in both scenarios
will be quantified and compared in terms of yield, whether it
is in moles of a compound X in the effluent per moles of that
same compound X in the influent (for a pollutant degrading
consortium), or in grams/moles of product per grams/moles of
substrate (for consortia converting a substrate that can easily be
quantified), or in grams/moles of product per grams of biomass
(for microbial consortia converting substrates that are more
difficult to quantify, e.g., photoautotrophs consuming CO2 and
light). Here, we will present some of the existing engineering
tools available to control and organize the environment to
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FIGURE 1 | Conceptual overview and design of a spatially linked microbial consortium (SLMC). (A) Natural microbial consortium. (B) Artificial microbial consortium:

selection of the members based on their ability to accomplish part of a bioprocess of interest (convert substrate A to product E). The reduced need for compatible

environmental conditions that SLMC offers, would allow the combination of microbial species with incompatible requirements. This would enable the construction of

de novo consortia (not found in nature) resulting in new products or applications. Left to right: hydrothermal vent, desert biocrust, (sub-glacial) lake Vostok, and

deciduous forest. (C) Each module offers different environments to promote a specific biochemical function. Connections between modules enable interactions. (D)

The modularity of SLMC would allow to incorporate this microbial consortium (sub-consortium) as part of a larger biochemical network (super-consortia). Images

sources: Flickr (seedling, hydrothermal vent: Ocean Networks Canada, lake Vostok: US National Science Foundation, forest: G. Crutchley) and Arizona State

University, Estelle Couradeau (biocrust).
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culture microbial consortia as well as their populations and their
interactions.

2.2. Selection of Compatible Consortium
Members
The members of an artificial microbial consortium would be
selected for their ability to perform one or multiple steps
of a desired biochemical process, and interact by passing
to each other the intermediate products (Figure 1B). One
could directly select from a natural microbial community
the members that perform a desired bioprocess (Figure 1A).
Their interactions would determine the level of segregation
and the conditions of each module would be tuned to
optimize their functionality (Figure 1C). Alternatively, when
constructing an artificial microbial consortia (not found in
nature) to perform a biochemical process, choosing partners
that are bound to cooperate seems to be an obvious solution.
Cooperative interactions, such as mutualism or commensalism,
are commonly found in nature, even across kingdoms (e.g.,
plant-pollinator interaction, lichens,..) (Bronstein, 1994). At the
microbial level, commensal relations, when one organism feeds
on the metabolic waste of another are often observed (food
chain, Bernstein and Carlson, 2012; Großkopf and Soyer, 2014,
mutualism, Sabra et al., 2010). Trophic interactions such as
mutualism or commensalism could therefore be good strategies
to assemble an artificial microbial consortium. Compatibility
does not imply similar environmental conditions, but rather that
the selected members would each need to fulfill their part of the
overall biochemical transformation.

2.3. Spatial Layout of Interactions and
Connections
Once members of a consortium have been selected, their
interactions will determine optimal spatial disposition. Members
responsible for early steps of a biotransformation would be
positioned upstream and the by-products of their metabolism
(intermediate products) would be passed on to downstream
members for further bioconversion. The SLMC concept would
not be limited to any scale and could range from micrometers
culture chambers to industrial size bioreactors. The scaling
of the bioprocesses could be mainly accomplished in two
ways, by parallelization (addition of multiple units in parallel)
or by scaling-up (increasing the volume of the modules).
Ultimately, the concept of combining the activities of multiple
microbial species would be applicable at the micro- as well as
at the macroscopic scale, assuming no scale-up issues linked
to transport phenomena (mixing, oxygen transfer, heat transfer,
dispersal of nutrients, acid, base,..), asepsis, genetic stability
or downstream processing (separation, purification,..) (Charles,
1985; Reisman, 1993; Palomares and Ramirez, 2000; Villadsen
et al., 2011). The requirements of a specific application rather
than SLMC will determine the scale of the platform used.
The spatial layout of the culture chambers or bioreactors
and their connectivity will then need to be defined, based
on the interaction motif of the microbial consortium at play.
Whether the cells are cultured in bioreactors or in a microfluidic
platform, connections between the modules would allow the
microbial species to interact by controlled exchanges of media

and intermediate products (Figure 2). Hollow fiber bridges
would for example connect the bioreactors while keeping
the cells confined to their respective batch, and avoid cross-
contamination (Manjarrez et al., 2000). For microfluidics, ultra-
or microfiltration membranes would keep the cells trapped in
each chamber while allowing media and intermediates to be
transferred downstream for their further processing (Figure 2)
(Eykamp, 1995; Matson, 1995; van Reis and Zydney, 2001;
Charcosset, 2006; van Reis and Zydney, 2007).

2.3.1. Microfluidics
For the microfluidic platform one could envision using the
popular microfabrication technique of soft lithography and the
polymer PDMS (Kim et al., 2008; Frimat et al., 2011; Hong
S. et al., 2012; Hong S. H. et al., 2012; Leung et al., 2012;
Jeong et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2015; Mohan et al., 2015). Besides
being a quick and inexpensive method, soft lithography would
allow to easily construct the reservoirs in which the cells would
grow, the potentially complex network of channels connecting
those compartments and pattern their surface should this be
needed (Duffy et al., 1998; Anderson et al., 2000; McDonald
et al., 2000; Whitesides et al., 2001; McDonald and Whitesides,
2002). With the countless number of potential combinations
of microorganisms that SLMC offers, and the multitude of
layouts those would require, soft lithography and PDMS clearly
present the required flexibility. Furthermore, the broad and
tunable spectrum of physical properties offered by PDMS (Kuo,
1999; Lamberti et al., 2014) makes it a versatile polymer to
accommodate the diversity of biological conditions needed to
culture a variety of microorganisms (pH, temperature,..) (Becker
and Gärtner, 2008; Ren et al., 2013). Moreover, the ease with
which PDMS can be reversibly sealed (by simple contact), to
another piece of PDMS, glass, or other substrates, befits the
modularity of SLMC by facilitating the addition or replacement
of modules.

The cells would be contained in each chamber with
polycarbonate membranes (PC) (Ferrari et al., 2005; Bollmann
et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2008; Nichols et al., 2010) of pore size
dependent on the cultured microbial species, that would allow
the exchange of small molecules by diffusion. The fluxes of media
and intermediates between chambers would be controlled by
valves and pumps made of PDMS as described by the work of
Unger (2000), which offer many advantages such as having a
short response time (1ms), being able to precisely control their
opening (almost linear response to the applied pressure) and
open/close perfectly up to rates of 75 Hz even in the presence of
particulates, amongst others. Moreover, a gentle peristaltic pump
(94% survival rate with E. coli) can be constructed by aligning
several of these valves and actuating them sequentially.

2.3.2. Sequential Bioreactors
This concept would work similarly as sequencing batch reactors
(SBR) used in wastewater treatment, where communicating
sequential batches each fulfill a specific function (Robert and
Arthur, 1979; Poltak, 2005). Hollow-fiber modules (Manjarrez
et al., 2000) could connect well-stirred bioreactors (glass,
polymer, stainless stell,..) that would each contain one or
multiple microbial species accomplishing part of biochemical
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FIGURE 2 | Microfluidics vs. Bioreactors. (Top) The microfluidic platform (nL to µL) would be made of PDMS and connecting channels would allow the exchange of

media and intermediate products between the chambers as well as the replacement of the cells (here only represented on one side). The fluxes would be controlled by

pumps and valves. Microbial species cultured in those chambers would be contained by membranes. (Bottom) In the sequential bioreactors platform (100 mL to hL),

well-stirred bioreactors would be connected by hollow-fiber bridges and overhead pressure or pumps would allow the flow of media and intermediates between

bioreactors. Cells could additionally be confined by membranes (right bioreactor) should this be necessary.

transformation. The flow of media and intermediate products
between bioreactors could be controlled by applying pressure
into the headspace of each vessel (Manjarrez et al., 2000)
or using pumps (e.g., peristaltic,..) (Doran, 2012; Stanbury
et al., 2017). Additionally, the cells could be even further
confined and separated from the bulk of the medium by
cellulose dialyzing membranes (Gerhardt and Gallup, 1963;
Aida and Yamaguchi, 1966; Pörtner and Märkl, 1998; Ohno
et al., 1999), or in dialysis tubing (Baker and Herson, 1978;
Turley and Lochte, 1985; Gehin et al., 1996; Guedon et al.,
1999), and those “sausages” could be placed inside each
bioreactor.

To bridge the gap between the micrometer scale (nL to
µL) of microfluidic chips and the lab-scale (100 mL to
L) or even industrial size bioreactors (L to hL), perfusion
bioreactors (mL to 100 mL) culturing cells in hollow-fiber
cartridges could also be used (Li et al., 2009; Whitford and
Cadwell, 2009; Bonham-Carter and Shevitz, 2011; Langer,
2011; Shevitz et al., 2011; Fraser and Endres, 2013; Langer
and Rader, 2014). Besides being cheap and easily scalable,
those hollow-fiber cartridges offer the modularity required for
SLMC.

2.4. Strain Selection of Consortia Members
As mentioned previously, this study focuses on engineering
the environment in which the microbial consortium will be
cultured, rather than engineering the microorganisms for a
specific purpose, despite the many possibilities that synthetic
biology offers (Hays et al., 2015). We will therefore mostly limit
the discussion to the selection of the most appropriate microbial
strains for the desired application, while not rejecting the idea of
including genetically engineered organisms in our consortia, if
those proved to be the best suited to fulfill a given function.

While assembling a microbial consortium, after choosing a
species to perform a step of a biochemical process, the selection
of the optimal strain of a species remains an open question.
Considerations such as growth characteristics, yields, nutritional
requirements, secreted by-products (detrimental or not to
downstream microorganisms), resistance/resilience, would all
play a role in the selection of a strain. If the goal is to produce
biomass, it would make sense to choose the strain with the
highest possible growth rate. In case of a chemostat where cells
are flushed out in the effluent, a higher growth rate would
allow a higher flow rate and therefore a higher production rate.
Should the cells need to be contained in their compartments,
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without the possibility to control their population by flushing
some of them out in the effluent, low growth rates might be
desired or using methods to control their number in order
to maintain their population steady. This could be achieved
by periodically exposing part of the population to UV light,
by limiting the availability of a nutrient to reduce growth, or
with quorum-sensing methods (You et al., 2004; Wang et al.,
2014). If several strains of a given species could fulfill the
same function but had different yields, we would of course
select the strain with the highest yield (gram product per gram
substrate). The selection of the appropriate strain should also
aim at reducing or even avoid the secretion of metabolic by-
products that could inhibit downstream organisms (e.g., acetate,
lactate, ethanol,..). Similarly, due to the ease by which nutrients
could be added in line, it would be advantageous to prefer
upstream strains with simple nutritional requirements (in trace
elements, salts,..), to limit interferences with the metabolism of
downstream microorganisms. Another important consideration
is the resistance and resilience of the microorganisms, i.e., their
ability to withstand environmental perturbations such as abrupt
changes in nutrients concentrations, or recover readily after
the disturbance occurred. Therefore, those characteristics would
also have to be pondered for the selection of the appropriate
member.

2.5. Considerations of Community Stability
and Renewal
Community stability is a desired feature of a microbial
consortium for industrial applications. As SLMCwill ideally grow
the members of microbial consortium separately, as interacting
monocultures, the risk for horizontal gene transfer and loss
of engineered function should essentially be null. To limit the
impact of evolution and the appearance of mutations that could
give rise to “cheaters” (Johns et al., 2016) or other mutants,
thereby reducing the performance of a consortium, we suggest
replacing the cells with fresh ones, after a sufficiently short
period of time. Solutions designed to reduce the evolvability
of biological systems by increasing their genetic reliability have
also been suggested and are described by Renda et al. (2014),
but as mentioned previously, despite being compatible with
SLMC, genetic engineering will not be the focus of this study.
Alternatively, to reduce the impact of such an adverse event, we
propose introducing redundancies at sensitive points prone to
failure, in the form of multiple identical modules connected in
parallel to provide an additional safety mechanism and improve
the functional stability of the system.

Besides the genetic stability of a consortium discussed
above, the robustness/stability of the food-chain or food-web a
consortium represents is also of paramount importance. Changes
in environmental conditions (nutrients, temperature, pH,..)
could lead to strong fluctuations in microbial populations which
could have disastrous consequences for downstream populations
relying on metabolites produced by upstream microorganisms.
Once more, the tuning of the operating conditions will determine
how perturbations propagate through the system while trying to
reduce those to a minimum.

2.6. Potential Applications
In addition to potentially improving the productivity of current
co-cultures by providingmore suitable growth conditions to each
member of a microbial consortium, SLMC would dramatically
expand the range of applications by allowing the combination of
microorganisms that typically are not found in natural systems
due to incompatibility of environmental conditions (or occur
very rarely in nature; Table 1).

2.6.1. Nitrogen Removal
Anaerobic ammonium oxidation (Anammox) is an important
process in the marine nitrogen cycle that converts ammonium
(NH+

4 ) and nitrite (NO−

2 ) under strictly anaerobic conditions,
directly to nitrogen gas (N2), and is believed to be responsible
for 30–50% of the N2 gas produced in the oceans (Devol,
2003; Kuypers et al., 2003; Arrigo, 2005; Dalsgaard et al.,
2005). Before anammox bacteria, such as members of the
Planctomycetes (e.g., Candidatus Brocadia anammoxidans,
CandidatusKuenenia stuttgartiensis,..), can combine ammonium
and nitrite to nitrogen gas (N2), ammonia oxidizing bacteria (e.g.,
Nitrosomonas) need to convert part of the ammonium to nitrite
under aerobic conditions (Kuenen, 2008). A current application
of the anammox process is in wastewater treatment. By replacing
the denitrification step (Figure 3A) completely, and saving half
of the nitrification aeration costs, it reduces operational costs by
90% (Strous et al., 1997; Jetten et al., 2001; van Dongen et al.,
2001; Kartal et al., 2010).

The compartmentalization strategy offered by the modularity
of SLMC would surely benefit such a process which requires
the combination of incompatible biochemical reactions
(aerobic/anaerobic). Nitrosomonas would be grown in a first
module under oxic conditions to convert part of the ammonium
to nitrite. The ammonium/nitrite mixture could then be
transferred to a second niche culturing Candidatus Brocadia
anammoxidans which would combine NH+

4 and NO−

2 to N2 in
an anoxic environment (Figure 3A).

2.6.2. Bioremediation
One potential application for SLMC is bioremediation as it has
been shown that microbial consortia perform better at degrading
certain pollutants than single species (Boonchan et al., 2000; Kim
and Lee, 2007). Bioremediation is a method that uses microbial
activity to destroy toxic pollutants. It offers a good alternative to
conventional remediationmethods such as incineration, burying,
solidification and thermal desorption and some of its advantages
are its low-cost, low-technology techniques, it can often be
carried out on site, is environmentally safe and does not generate
waste (McDonald, 1993; Vidali, 2001; Lovley, 2003; Robles-
González et al., 2008; Wijffels, 2015).

Ex situ methods such as slurry or aqueous bioreactors are
more controllable and often result in higher degradation rates,
but are also more expensive than in situ bioremediation, and
disrupt the environment when the soil is excavated or the
groundwater is pumped out of the soil before treatment (Vidali,
2001; Robles-González et al., 2008). Sequential bioreactors as
suggested by SLMC would offer a good platform to perform
such treatments. As the degradation of the pollutant is often a
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TABLE 1 | Potential applications.

Application Product/

process

Microorganisms Environmental

requirements

Platform, scale References

Nitrogen removal Conversion of

ammonium to nitrogen

gas (Anammox)

Nitrosomonas sp. and

Candidatus Brocadia

anammoxidans

Aerobic and anaerobic Bioreactors Strous et al., 1997;

Jetten et al., 2001; van

Dongen et al., 2001;

Devol, 2003; Kuypers

et al., 2003; Arrigo,

2005; Dalsgaard et al.,

2005; Kuenen, 2008;

Kartal et al., 2010

Bioremediation Degradation of

hydrocarbons

Geobacter metallireducens and

oxygen consuming microbial

species

Anaerobic conditions for

degrader

Alginate beads Lovley et al., 1993;

Butler et al., 2007

Pharmaceuticals Stepwise assembly of

biologically active

proteins

Genetically engineered E. coli,

S. cerevisiae,..

Some processes might require

different pHs, temperatures,..

Microfluidics, bioreactors Wacker et al., 2002;

Ihssen et al., 2010;

Kamionka, 2011;

Rosenberg et al., 2013;

Baeshen et al., 2014,

2015

Biofuels Bioconversion of

lignocellulosic material

into bioethanol and

biodiesel

Clostridium thermocellum,

Zymomonas mobilis, Pichia

stipidis and Acinetobacter baylyi

Different temperature and

oxygen requirements

Industrial size bioreactors Zaldivar et al., 2001;

Kalscheuer, 2006; Fu

et al., 2009; Maki et al.,

2009; Zuroff and Curtis,

2012; Lin et al., 2013

Space missions Complete recycling of

waste (closed-loop)

e.g., Thermophilic Anaerobic

Bacteria, Nitrifying Bacteria,

Photoautotrophic Bacteria,..

Anaerobic, aerobic, light,.. Microfluidics, bioreactors Gòdia et al., 2002;

Hendrickx et al., 2006;

Lasseur et al., 2010;

Menezes et al., 2014

Potential areas of application for SLMC, the biochemical process, the organisms involved and their environmental requirements.

multistep process, the different microbial species composing the
degrading consortium would be cultured sequentially, following
those degradation steps. Once more, the spatial separation
of processes offered by SLMC would allow for a higher
controllability than the mixed-cultures currently used (Vidali,
2001; Robles-González et al., 2008).

In situ bioremediation offers a gentle alternative to
environmental remediation as the microorganisms responsible
for the degradation of the pollutant(s) are “inserted” into the
environment (bioaugmentation). In such a context, as the
environmental conditions are not controlled, one needs to
ensure that those would be suitable for the microbial consortium
in terms of temperature, pH, nutrients,.. A suggested solution to
control the spatial distribution and influence the environmental
condition of the degrading consortiumwould be the construction
of porous alginate beads (Lee and Mooney, 2012) containing
the microbial consortium (Haferburg and Kothe, 2010) and
dispersing them in the contaminated environment (soil,
groundwater,..). It has been shown that packing microbes in
such beads does not impact the survival nor the performance of
the microorganisms, although one limitation of such constructs
might be a reduced bioavailability of the pollutants to the
consortium (Scherer et al., 1981; Klein et al., 1983; Luthy et al.,
1997; Lee and Heo, 2000).

The characteristics of the beads (physical properties, nutrient
composition,..) would be tailored to the microbial consortium.
Nutrients and pollutants to be degraded would be transported by

diffusion to the degraders trapped inside the beads, which will
limit our control over the system. Geobacter metallireducens, for
example, is capable of coupling the degradation hydrocarbons
and monoaromatic compounds with the reduction of Fe(III),
Mn(IV), U(VI) and other heavy metals, but is a strict anaerobe
(Lovley et al., 1993; Butler et al., 2007). Combining it with
an oxygen consuming microorganism would create the anoxic
environment it requires to perform its biodegrading activity
(Figure 3B). An additional consortium member could also
support the degrader by converting a substrate present in the
local environment into a metabolite required by the degrader.
As alginate is biodegradable (Aggarwal et al., 1999; Ueng
et al., 2007), should those microorganisms survive in their
new environment upon their release from the beads (which
rarely occurs, Vidali, 2001), one would still need to consider
the ecological consequences of inserting exogenous microbial
species in that ecosystem (Tiedje et al., 1989; Vidali, 2001; Robles-
González et al., 2008; Wijffels, 2015).

2.6.3. Pharmaceuticals
The pharmaceutical industry heavily relies on microorganisms
for the production of drugs, such as antibiotics, antitumor
agents, immunomodulators, enzyme inhibitors, antiprotozoal
agents, nematicides, and insecticides. The most important hosts
for the production of pharmaceutical recombinant proteins
are the bacterium Escherichia coli, the yeasts Saccharomyces
cerevisiae and Pichia pastoris, and mammalian cell lines like
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FIGURE 3 | Potential applications of SLMC. (A) Nitrogen removal: Nitrogen cycle and suggested layout of the consortium for direct conversion of ammonium to

nitrogen gas. This bioprocess requires the conversion of part of the ammonium to nitrite under aerobic conditions (here by Nitrosomonas sp.) before the anaerobic

ammonium oxidation (anammox), here performed by Candidatus Brocadia anammoxidans, can take place and combine ammonium (NH4) and nitrite (NO2) to

nitrogen gas (N2). (B) Bioremediation: Porous alginate microbeads containing a microbial consortium. The left illustration represents a porous bead and an embedded

microbial consortium degrading a specific pollutant. The microorganism responsible for the degradation of the pollutant (blue: e.g., Geobacter metallireducens) could

be placed in the core of the porous bead, while the metabolic activities of microbes surrounding it provide the necessary anoxic conditions (green: oxygen consumer)

and nutrients (red: by-products feed the blue member) the degrader requires to fulfil its catabolic function. Alternatively, all three microbes could each perform one step

of a three steps biodegradation process. The right scans (electron microscope) show alginate beads, a cross-section and the porous network of such a bead. (C)

Pharmaceuticals: Pharmaceutical application of modular microbial consortia. E. coli would generate the basic components as they are a prolific organisms that is easy

to engineer and can produce high yields while being cost effective. As E. coli mostly lacks the ability to perform posttranslational modifications and since those are vital

for the biological activity of human proteins, other systems such as yeasts (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Pichia pastoris,..) or mammalian cells (CHO,..) could be used to

modify those building blocks and produce the biologically active protein. (D) Biofuels: Biodiesel production from lignocellulosic material. Clostridium thermocellum

would first break down lignocellulose into 5- and 6-carbon sugars at high temperature and anaerobic condition, that would then be fermented by Zymomonas mobilis

and Pichia stipidis to ethanol. Finally, the strict aerobe Acinetobacter baylyi would convert ethanol to biodiesel. Image source (B) Soliman et al. (2013).

Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO). Some of the advantages
of using E. coli are the ease of engineering their genome,
their rapid growth, easy culture and high product yields.
One major limitation of E. coli or unicellular bacteria in

general when it comes to producing eukaryotic recombinant
polypeptides, is that they lack the ability to perform the
posttranslational modifications necessary for the biological
activity of some proteins, most importantly glycosylation. This
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issue was partially overcome by transferring the ability of the
bacterium Campylobacter jejuni to glycosylate proteins to E.
coli, although the structure of the glycosylation differs from
that observed in eukaryotes (Wacker et al., 2002; Ihssen et al.,
2010).

Yeast, like Saccharomyces cerevisiae, is often the preferred
host for expression of proteins that require posttranslational
modification for its biological activity. Yeast cells can carry out
many posttranslational modifications, such as phosphorylation,
glycosylation, acetylation and acylation, and express recombinant
proteins in a soluble and properly folded active form. One
major concern for the production of glycosylated proteins is that
the glycosylation performed by yeast confers the protein with
a short half-life in vivo and generates hyper-immunogenicity
which makes the proteins less effective (Rosenberg et al.,
2013; Baeshen et al., 2014). Mammalian cells (e.g., CHO) are
usually the best expression systems for proteins which cannot
be properly posttranstionally modified by bacteria, but their
main drawbacks are their poor secretion, which complicates
the purification process, and results in high production costs
(Kamionka, 2011; Rosenberg et al., 2013; Baeshen et al.,
2014, 2015). The need to produce human proteins with the
proper posttranslational modifications for their activity, using a
combination of microorganisms rather than a single engineered
species could provide an answer to the drawbacks mentioned
above. Each microbial species used would be specialized in a
single step of the production of the protein. One or multiple
microorganisms could produce precursors or parts of the
proteins, which would be assembled (e.g., disulfide bridges)
and modified downstream (e.g., glycosylation, methylation,
phosphorylation, proteolytic cleavage,..), using at each step the
organism that performs better at that specific task (Figure 3C).

2.6.4. Biofuels
The production of biofuels from lignocellulose could also be
an area where the structure provided by SLMC could facilitate
the biochemistry of the microbial species involved (Zuroff and
Curtis, 2012). Besides being the most abundant raw material
on earth, lignocellulose offers the advantage of being a renewal
source of energy. It is composed of carbohydrate polymers
(cellulose, hemicellulose), and an aromatic polymer (lignin).
These carbohydrate polymers contain different sugar monomers
(six and five carbon sugars) and it is difficult to engineer a
single organism capable of the simultaneous degradation of both
sugars do to a preference for glucose (Zaldivar et al., 2001).
Therefore, a consortium composed of one organism only capable
of metabolizing hexose while the other consumes pentose, was
shown to be more suited for the fermentation of such a substrate
(Fu et al., 2009). In this study, a combination of the bacterium
Zymomonas mobilis and the yeast Pichia stipitis was used and
although they achieved yields of more than 96% of the theoretical
value, they noticed an inhibitory interaction of Zymomonas
mobilis on Pichia stipitiswhen grown in co-culture. Growing each
species separately would allow to provide both species with more
suitable growth conditions (nutrients, T◦, pH,..) and avoid this
inhibitory interaction, while making the bioprocess continuous.

In order to extract from raw plant material (lignocellulose),
the 6-, and 5-carbon sugars that Zymomonas mobilis and
Pichia stipidis respectively need, the catabolic activity of the
thermophilic anaerobic bacterium Clostridium thermocellum
could be used. The cellulase and hemicellulase it produces
break down lignocellulose into the disaccharides cellobiose and
xylobiose that could then be fermented into ethanol downstream
(Maki et al., 2009). Since this step requires a higher temperature
than the following fermentative steps, separation from processes
would also be beneficial here.

Furthermore, due to its modularity, SLMC would allow us
to attach additional bioprocesses downstream of the ethanol
producing consortium in order to convert ethanol, for example,
into biodiesel (Lin et al., 2013). Besides an urgent need to
transition the world’s fuel production from fossil to renewable
fuels, biodiesel offers several advantages over petroleum-based
diesel, such as being completely biodegradable, non-toxic and
reducing emissions of carbon monoxide, sulphur, aromatic
hydrocarbons and soot particles (Kalscheuer, 2006; Lin et al.,
2013). While the lignocellulose conversion into sugars followed
by their fermentation to ethanol are strictly anaerobic processes,
its further transformation into biodiesel requires an oxic
environment. The addition of a separate bioprocess is therefore
necessary in order to use a bacterium such asAcinetobacter baylyi
(strict aerobe) for the conversion of bioethanol into biodiesel
(Kalscheuer, 2006) (Figure 3D).

2.6.5. Life Support Systems for Deep Space

Exploration
A promising area of potential application for SLMC could be
space mission and the development of life support systems for
long distance space exploration, such as the Next Generation
Life Support project (NGLS) from NASA and MELiSSA (Micro-
Ecological Life Support System Alternative) which is a current
project from the European Space Agency (ESA). One objective
is to create a complete recycling system for gas, liquid and solid
wastes using the combined activities of different microorganisms,
plants as well as the human crew (Gòdia et al., 2002; Hendrickx
et al., 2006; Lasseur et al., 2010; Maggi and Pallud, 2010a,b;
Jones et al., 2012; Barta et al., 2014). While they suggest
using single strains or mixed cultures (depending on the
bioprocess), we believe that the structured microbial consortia
approach offered by SLMC would provide the controllability,
predictability and stability necessary for such applications.
Another objective of NASA’s NGLS project for long duration
manned missions to explore the Moon and Mars is to utilize
local raw materials (in situ resource utilization) in order
to reduce the payload necessary to launch (Menezes et al.,
2014). Their idea is to employ microorganisms to produce
propellant, food, biopolymers and pharmaceuticals, by using
as much as possible resources found locally (i.e., Moon or
Mars). Whereas those studies consider synthetic biology to
engineer single species for each product, we recommend a
microbial consortia approach, for the many reasons mentioned
in the introduction that make consortia more interesting for
bioprocesses (can accomplish more complex tasks, improved
bioconversion efficiency, modularity,..). As the reliability of such
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systems is vital for those missions, we believe that our platform
could provide the structure necessary for those consortia
to exhibit the controllability and stability required for such
applications.

An additional potential application addresses unculturable
microbial species. Only 7,000 bacterial species have been validly
described out of an estimated bacterial diversity upward of
one trillion (1012) microbial species and most likely orders of
magnitude more unique compounds with potentially valuable
functions such as novel antibiotics (Davies, 2007; Sabra et al.,
2010; Stewart, 2012; Locey and Lennon, 2016). It is suggested
that two main reasons are linked to our inability to culture
most microorganisms, one being the difficulty to reproduce
the environment in which these species grow and the second
being the lack of knowledge regarding the interactions between
those species (Stewart, 2012). With better understanding of the
environmental conditions required as well as the identity of the
interacting microorganisms, we believe that the modularity and
controllability of SLMC would allow us to reproduce suitable
conditions more easily than existing culture platforms and finally
be able to grow those unculturable species and harvest the
potential benefits of their metabolisms.

Besides the industrial applications and engineering aspects
mentioned above, SLMC represents an ideal research tool to
study interactions between microorganisms in a quantitative
and systematic way. The content of one or multiple growth
chambers, each containing monocultures, could for example be
fed to a single microorganism or a consortium to test how it
impacts its growth. By avoiding the co-culture of the microbial
species involved in the experiment, we would more easily be
able to control the population size of the different members and
prevent the extinction of one or more species, thus improving the
functional stability of the consortium. In the following we will
present the results of a study as well as a mathematical model we
developed to corroborate the claims we made so far in support of
SLMC.

3. YIELD INCREASE BY SEGREGATION OF
PROCESSES

The need for a quantitative assessment of the potential offered by
SLMC motivated us to develop a simple temporal model, based
on ordinary differential equations, with the purpose of testing
two layouts of bioreactors to culture a microbial consortium of
twomicroorganisms. In one scenario both species were simulated
as a co-culture, which was compared for its performance with
sequential bioreactors, each containing one of the members
(monocultures) (Figure 4). Far from reflecting the degree of
complexity that can be reached by SLMC, this model was only
intended as a quantitative argument in support of our concept.

Due to the vast amount of literature available (Painter,
1970; Wiesmann, 1994; Agency, 2002; Prosser, 2005; Ward,
2008; Grady et al., 2011) we chose as model consortium the
nitrifiers Nitrosomonas sp. and Nitrobacter sp. The two microbial
species are involved in the nitrification process, part of the
nitrogen cycle (Figure 3A) and are main actors for nitrogen
removal in wastewater treatment (Henze et al., 1997; Dochain
and Vanrolleghem, 2001; Metcalf & Eddy Inc. et al., 2003;
Grady et al., 2011; van Haandel and van der Lubbe, 2012).
In our simulations, and under identical operating conditions,
the sequential bioreactors outperformed the co-culture in terms
of yield, as can be seen in Figure 4. This was mostly due
to a high competition for substrate and to a lesser extent
to higher inhibiting effects observed in co-culture, which are
similar observations made by Fu et al. (2009). Although SLMC
allowed us to tune the environmental conditions by adapting the
temperature and pH to optimal values for each microorganism,
this did not translate into an increase in yield as the consortium
already operated at the maximal yield (100% bioconversion).
For further modeling details please refer to the Supplementary
Material.

Fu et al. (2009) tested different fermentation schemes in
order to improve the ethanol production of a consortium

FIGURE 4 | Co-culture vs. Sequential: steady-state values. This illustration shows the two layouts of bioreactors that are compared for their ability to convert

ammonia to nitrate. In the co-culture (red) both microbial species are cultured together, whereas in the sequential scenario they grow in separate bioreactors. The first

chamber contains Nitrosomonas sp. which convert ammonia (NH3) to nitrite (NO−

2 ) and its content is fed to the second bioreactor culturing Nitrobacter sp. which

oxidizes nitrite to nitrate (NO−

3 ). The steady-state values of the microbial populations, nitrogen species (total ammonium nitrogen, TAN = N− NH3 + N− NH+

4 , total

nitrite nitrogen, TNN = N− HNO2 + N− NO−

2 and total nitrate nitrogen, TNNa = N− HNO3 + N− NO−

3 ) and oxygen concentration (first and second bioreactor

values) are listed for the co-culture and the sequential bioreactors (same pH and temperature as in co-culture). Microbial populations are given in [mg biomass/L] and

the chemical species in [mg/L]. The percentages indicated next to the values are relative to the total nitrogen injected into the system (TANin) therefore the sum of all

the nitrogen species is equal to the input concentration, here [TANin] = 1, 000 [mg TAN/L]. The values for the nitrogen species indicated for the sequential scenario are

the output concentrations of the second bioreactor (containing Nitrobacter).
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composed of the bacteria Zymomonas mobilis and the yeast
Pichia stipitis, using a glucose/xylose mixture as carbon source.
This work showed that a sequential approach, operationally
similar to SLMC, resulted in a clear increase in yield
and substrate consumption over a co-culture. Where in co-
culture the sugar consumption reached 86–91% and the
yield for ethanol production YP/S 0.38–0.43 [g EtOH/g
sugar], other fermentation schemes relying on a temporal
separation of processes achieved a complete sugar consumption
(100%) and yields of 0.42–0.50 [g EtOH/g sugar], which
corresponds to over 96% of the theoretical maximum (Fu et al.,
2009).

They hypothesized that the lower yields and bioconversion
efficiency observed in co-culture were due to the inhibiting
effect of Z.mobilis’ metabolism on the fermentative activity
of P.stipidis, as well as competition for certain metabolites.
Therefore, separation of both species is a prerequisite for
a successful sugar mixture co-fermentation by these two
strains. By spatially segregating both microorganisms and
providing them with optimal growth conditions, SLMC would
not only prevent the metabolic interferences observed in
co-culture (inhibitions and competition for metabolites), but
potentially further increase the yield of ethanol fermentation
over the temporal fermentation schemes presented in this
study.

4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Realizing the potential offered by the proposed SLMC would
require overcoming challenges of different types (engineering,
biological and operational) to ensure stability and functionality
of target consortia. The increased controllability resulting
from the compartmentalization of bioprocesses comes with
some limitations and potential solutions are proposed in
the following section to highlight the expected complexity
of such systems. Clearly, the discussion remains general
at this stage as many of the issues of initiation, stability,
operation, and resetting would be tailored to the system of
interest.

4.1. Initiation
Once the different members of the consortium are in place,
how should a system be initiated in order to start production?
For small scale platforms such as microfluidic chips, the
transport and storage of pre-assembled microbial consortia,
could be accomplished by freezing (Mazur, 1984), drying
(Morgan et al., 2006) or lyophilization (Gitaitis, 1987)
of microbial cells. The method would be based on the
tolerance of the microorganisms involved to those preservation
procedures.

In the case of dried or lyophilized cells, distilled water would
be added into each module to rehydrate the cells and allow
them to regain their full activity before starting the fluxes of
media (Gitaitis, 1987). At the beginning, the system would go
through a synchronization phase where the species contained in
the different operational elements would adapt to the changing

environmental conditions, until a stable phase or steady regime
is reached. To limit the impact of the initial switch from
distilled water tomedia, a smooth transition slowly increasing the
concentration of the media could be performed to give the cells
more time to acclimatize to their new environment.

4.2. Functional Stability: Redundance,
Microbial Resistance and Resilience
Functional redundancy (several species fulfilling the same
function) as observed in nature amongst members of a
microbial community, increases the stability of the community
to environmental fluctuations (Allison and Martiny, 2008;
Konopka, 2009; Konopka et al., 2015). In a similar way, the
modularity inherent to SLMC would allow the introduction of
redundancies (multiple functional units connected in parallel
and containing the same microorganism) in particular if a step
along a biochemical pathway was sensitive and prone to failure.
In such a case the system would continue to operate even if
one of the operational elements failed and needed to be reset.
Those redundant modules would reduce the impact of an adverse
event on the system (e.g., mutation, contamination,..) and would
ensure that every building block necessary would be available
at every step of the biotransformation, therefore improving the
stability of the bioprocess. This would be especially important for
applications such as life support systems for space exploration
where functional stability is of paramount importance (Gòdia
et al., 2002; Hendrickx et al., 2006; Lasseur et al., 2010; Menezes
et al., 2014).

As the different species would ideally be grown as
monocultures to offer the highest level of controllability, it
will also be important to take into account their resistance
and resilience to perturbations while designing a consortium
(Allison and Martiny, 2008). The active population size of
sensitive members could experience large variations and the
associated fluxes of by-products for downstream requirements
could trigger a cascade of instability in the system. Therefore,
should several species perform the same biochemical process
of interest, one could select the microorganism that is the most
robust to environmental fluctuations, i.e., the most resistant
and/or resilient [e.g., Nitrosomonas, Nitrospira and Nitrosococcus
are capable of oxidizing ammonia (Ward, 1996; Zehr and
Kudela, 2011; Hatzenpichler, 2012), and Nitrobacter, Nitrospina
and Nitrococcus are nitrite oxidizers (Nowka et al., 2015;
Koops, 2001)]. An alternative would be to adapt the operating
conditions to fit the tolerance for perturbations of the most
sensitive member.

4.3. Operating Conditions and Control
Elements
The purpose of tuning the operating conditions (fluxes,
temperature, pH, DO,..) is to maximize the function of the
consortium (product concentration, biomass production,..) while
considering the resistance and resilience of the most sensitive
microorganism. The possibility of operating a system using
continuous or prescribed pulses of media offer various options
to steer the system. With a continuous flow, the main control
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FIGURE 5 | Pulsing mode. The height of the pulses represents the flux Q of media into an operational unit. The period T and pulse length L determine the duty cycle

(L/T), which is the percentage of one period during which the pulse is “ON”. The volume V injected with each pulse is V = Q*L.

element is the dilution rate D, which depends on the flux Q
of injected liquid and the volume V of the operational element
(D = Q/V). By reducing the dilution rate we reduce the amount
of media that enters a module per time unit and therefore the
rate of change of concentrations inside that functional unit.
Furthermore, the resulting increase in residence time τ for
media in each module (τ = 1/D) would give the cells more
time to consume the substrates supplied by the media. Finally,
with a continuous flow, most of the perturbations would occur
during the initiation phase, until a steady-state is reached (under
constant input concentrations and environmental conditions),
and the level of fluctuations would therefore be limited.

Conversely, a pulsing regime would generate periodic
perturbations, and considerations of microbial member
robustness and efficiency under fluctuating concentrations
become very important. An advantage of the pulsing mode,
is that it offers a more subtle control than a continuous flow,
as the volume of media injected at each cycle (of period T)
depends on the flux Q and the duration L of the pulse (Figure 5).
Rather than with the constant flux of the continuous flow, the
same volume could be injected in a bioreactor with a short
pulse L and a high flux Q over the same period T and give the
cells a “resting time” between pulses, albeit at the expense of
higher fluctuations. This resting time would allow the cells to
accomplish their function, before receiving the next “load” of
substrate(s) to convert. The pulses could also take the form
of a trigonometric function (sine, cosine) to offer smoother
transitions to the cells. The period T and the pulse length L
could also be varied, for example to better accommodate the
requirements of a growing cell population until it reaches a
quasi-steady-state. However, we do not believe that variations
in concentrations would be a main issue, as one benefit of using
sequential growth modules as proposed by SLMC comes from
the transfer of media from one element to the next which has
a dampening effect on downstream concentration fluctuations.
This dampening is proportional to the dilution rate. The smaller
the dilution rate, the smaller the effect upstream fluctuations will
have on changes in concentrations in downstream modules.

The core control of the proposed SLMC lies in the capability
of tuning spatially segregated environmental conditions for each
member of the consortium (or group of members), which
allow us to provide the microbial species with optimal growth
condition. Physical and chemical aspects of the environment
could be adjusted by controlling for example the pH, temperature
and dissolved oxygen (DO) for each species without interfering
with the rest of the system. The pH could be regulated by
adding, acid or base in-line (Keen and Prosser, 1987; Wijffels
et al., 1991; Hunik et al., 1994; Gernaey et al., 1998; Carvallo
et al., 2002; Park and Bae, 2009), a buffer to the medium (Shieh
and LaMotta, 1979; Charley et al., 1980; Hellinga et al., 1999;
Chandran and Smets, 2005; Vadivelu et al., 2006), or by inserting
a “buffering chamber” between two elements, an abiotic module
whose function would be to adapt the pH of the medium before
piping it to the next microorganism, should this be necessary.
Temperature of bioreactors could be controlled by placing it
in a thermostatically controlled bath, by using internal heating
coils or external heating jackets (Stanbury et al., 2017). For
the microfluidic scale, external temperature control methods
relying on thermoelectric effects (Peltier elements) or resistive
heating (Joule heating) exist (Miralles et al., 2013). To avoid
applying a thermal source, alternatives based on electromagnetic
radiation (microwaves, laser,..) destined at directly heating the
bulk of the liquid could also be employed (Miralles et al.,
2013). The choice of the heating technique would be determined
by the tolerance to those methods of the microbial species
composing the consortium. If the dissolved oxygen requirements
of two consecutive microbial species were incompatible, several
techniques to reduce the oxygen concentration in the liquid
phase exist. Depending on the scale, sonication in addition to
reduced pressure, membrane degasification, substitution by an
inert gas such as nitrogen (sparging) or addition of a reductant
like sulfite salts (e.g., sodium or ammonium sulfite) which react
with oxygen to form sulfate ions, could remove excess dissolved
oxygen (Butler, 1994; Wiesler and Sodaro, 1996; Degenhardt
et al., 2004; Wang, 2006). Should the dissolved oxygen level need
to be increased, local influx of air/oxygen could be provided
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separately. In the case of well-mixed bioreactors, the stirring
would offer an additional control element as characteristics such
as the stirrer speed and the impeller geometry would impact the
concentration of dissolved oxygen (Garcia-Ochoa and Gomez,
2009; Doran, 2012; Stanbury et al., 2017).

The medium would also offer some flexibility as achieving
a medium composition capable of maintaining multiple species
would not be necessary since most modules would ideally
contain monocultures. Compounds required by a specific species
could be supplied along the way, at any given step of a
biochemical process, as long as they would not be detrimental
to “downstream” organisms or reach inhibiting concentrations
in the effluent, irrelevant of the effect they would have had in co-
culture, on “upstream” organisms. This highlights the previously
mentioned decoupling offered by SLMC as upstream elements
are independent from downstream sections.

Controlling the microbial population size is another tool
we can leverage. In nature, should a member of a microbial
community fulfil an essential function for the survival of the
community (release an enzyme catabolizing the production of
substrates or the degradation of a toxin or antibiotic), but appear
in small numbers due, for example to competition for nutrients, it
could create a bottleneck limiting the growth of that community
and therefore its ability to perform its function. By controlling
the growth conditions of each microbial population separately,
the population of that species could be increased to remove the
bottleneck it represents. Conversely, if microbial growth needed
to be limited or the population reduced, substrate limitation to
limit growth or a physical treatment such as exposing parts of
the microbial population to UV light to inactivate some of the
cells could be envisioned (Chang et al., 1985; Rowan et al., 1999;
Hijnen et al., 2006). Additionally, as any environmental change
would mostly impact a single species rather than the whole
community, and thus avoid the complex population dynamics
that would occur in a co-culture, homeostasis could be more
readily achieved.

4.4. Resetting a Module after an Adverse
Event
When culturing different microbial species in separate but
connected functional units, external contamination as much
as internal cross-contamination is a major concern. Several
methods of cellular confinement, such as polycarbonate
membranes (PC) (Ferrari et al., 2005; Bollmann et al., 2007;
Kim et al., 2008; Nichols et al., 2010), dialysis tubing (Baker
and Herson, 1978; Turley and Lochte, 1985; Gehin et al., 1996;
Guedon et al., 1999), hollow fiber bridges (Manjarrez et al.,
2000) and cellulose dialyzing membranes (Gerhardt and Gallup,
1963; Aida and Yamaguchi, 1966; Pörtner and Märkl, 1998;
Ohno et al., 1999) have been discussed previously, and could
be used to isolate each microbial species to its operational
element, preventing such events, while also avoiding interspecies
horizontal gene transfer.

Should the monitoring of a module (Pohlscheidt et al.,
2013) reveal that an adverse event occurred (e.g., mutation,
contamination,..), this would require the inactivation of the faulty

unit, followed by its resetting/replacement. For microfluidics,
using a physical method such as UV light exposure, would
not only allow to terminate the cultured member of the
consortium, as well as potential contaminating microorganisms
(bacterial spores, viruses, amoebic cysts,..), but it provides a
better alternative than chemical methods as it does not produce
undesirable by-products (Chang et al., 1985; Rowan et al., 1999;
Hijnen et al., 2006). The sterilized content would then be
flushed out before replenishing the local niche with “fresh” cells.
Alternative methods of sterilization rely on one or a combination
of physical (autoclaving, UV light) and chemical treatments
(ethanol, ethylene oxide, hydrogen peroxide,..) (Skaalure, 2008;
Horst et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2014; Yavuz et al., 2016), and
could be applied to SLMC, for larger scales (e.g., bioreactors,..),
depending on the tolerance of the materials used. Ultimately, in
order to limit the risk of the occurrence of adverse events, we
suggest the periodic replacement of the cells. If this information
was not available, measurements of mutation frequencies for the
selected media and operating conditions could be performed to
determine the frequency of the replacements (Drake et al., 1998;
Rosche and Foster, 2000; Foster, 2006).

5. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Tests of the proposed concepts of spatially linked microbial
consortia would invariably involve a set of experiments to
provide “proof of concept” of key elements of the SLMC,
that under prescribed conditions the SLMC would support
assembly of incompatible members or would outperform mixed
communities. The simplest consortium (i.e., two interacting
species) would be an ideal starting point as it would limit the
complexity of the system and allow us to gain the experience
necessary to construct more complex consortia. Experiments
designed to evaluate the functionality, stability and efficiency of
the chosen consortium in co-culture and in sequential modules
will be conducted. In an initial phase, we would run both
scenarios under the same conditions, providing the cultured cells
with identical substrate composition, temperature, pH and, for
aerobes, dissolved oxygen concentration. Microbial populations
and concentrations of substrate, intermediate and product could
be measured in the effluent to determine the yield of the
microbial consortium for each scenario. In a second phase, we
would capitalize on the separation of processes in the sequential
scenario, and tune the conditions (temperature, pH, ..) in each
module to optimize the function of both microbial species. Here,
once more, the yield would be determined, as a measure of
productivity/efficiency, to compare it with the previous phase.

With the development of the skills for culturing different
interacting microbial species residing in different (but
interlinked operational units), we envision tests of assembling
naturally incompatible consortia such as aerobe/anaerobe,
thermophile/mesophile, acidophile/neutrophile/alkaliphile, or
any combination of those. Theoretically, there would not be
an upper limit to the complexity of the consortia that could be
constructed and we could easily envision assembling microbial
consortia ranging from two members to “super-consortia”
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composed of multiple interacting “sub-consortia” (Figure 1D).
Such constructs would be made possible by the modularity
inherent to SLMC, which would facilitate the assembly of
microbial consortia of increasing complexity by the addition
of extra modules. One could imagine developing a library of
microbial consortia that could easily be connected in a plug-
and-play manner, very much like words are assembled to form
sentences.

To guide the design of our microbial consortia and
experiments, we intend to use a flux balance analysis (FBA)
approach (Orth et al., 2010, 2011; Krömer et al., 2014), with
additional thermodynamic constraints (Henry et al., 2007;
Schellenberger et al., 2011; Soh and Hatzimanikatis, 2014), to
help us determine potential combinations of microorganisms
based on their metabolisms as it would allow us to link the
genetic information about the members and the environmental
conditions (substrates, temperature, pH,..) to the substrate
consumption, the growth rate and the production of the
compound(s) of interest, to predict and optimize the desired
function. Depending on the experimental platform used,
especially if diffusion plays an important role, combining
FBA and individual based modeling (IBM) would encompass
the spatial information necessary to accurately simulate such
processes (DeAngelis and Gross, 1992; Kreft et al., 1998, 2001;
Grimm and Railsback, 2005; Lardon et al., 2011; DeAngelis and
Grimm, 2014).

6. CONCLUSION

Microbial consortia require specific environmental conditions
and spatial structure in order to interact and accomplish the
biochemical processes they catalyze. Current applications of
microbial consortia lack the necessary diversity in environmental
conditions that is required for many biotransformations. Owing
to its structure and modularity, SLMC capitalizes on the
advantages of working withmicrobial consortia and the immense
degrees of freedom to connect and enforce interactions between
its members, whether or not they co-exist or interact in nature.
This will not only enable the construction of novel microbial
consortia and improve the controllability, predictability and
stability over existing culture methods, but also potentially
increase the productivity/yield of natural consortia.

Some of the hurdles that SLMC faces are of an engineering
nature, such as the maintenance of a stable and functional
system composed of metabolically interdependent members
that should function at capacity and carry out the intended
functions at the prescribed rates. Other challenges concern the
monitoring and identification of the state of keystone elements
in the system, to assess the performance of the consortia. SLMC
will borrow concepts from natural ecological interactions and

will expand into the uncharted area of synthetic microbial
ecology, where the environments and the interactions among
consortium members will be optimized. Various engineering
solutions already exist to pursue simple prototypes and test the
concepts by combining modeling and simple laboratory setups.
The advancement of high dimensional FBA and thermodynamic
contraints would make the selection of members and tuning
the parameters to favor desired metabolic pathways feasible
in the foreseeable future. The potential of engineering new
interacting communities within the framework of synthetic
ecology opens the door to harnessing the potential of the
microbial world in new and unprecedented ways. Some argue
that the potential of such microbial revolution is akin to the
twentieth century electronic revolution (Curtis, 2006) that have
transformed our technological environment. The theoretical and
engineering solutions required to realize the proposed SLMC
approach are clearly lagging behind the raid advancement in
new genetic tools, nevertheless, the concepts presented here are
realizable with present methods and we expect that as more
aspects of such approach are being tested and shown to offer
benefits, new solutions will be developed and scalable systems will
become available for research and for many other applications
in the fields of food industry, medical, environmental and
more.
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